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1 .0 INTRODUCTION

In 1987 a series of experiments were conducted at the NRAD reactor facil-
ity at Argonne National Laboratory - West (ANL-W) to investigate the possibil-
ity of increasing the thermal neutron content at the end of the reactor's east
beam tube through the use of hydrogenous flux traps. It was desired to
increase the thermal flux for a series of experiments to be performed in the
east radiography cell, in which the enhanced flux was required in a relatively
small volume. Hence, it was feasible to attempt to focus the cross section of
the beam to a smaller area. Two flux traps were constructed from unborated
polypropylene and tested to determine their effectiveness. Both traps were
open to the entire cross-sectional area of the neutron beam (as it emerges
from the wall and enters the beam room). The sides then converged such that
at the end of the trap the beam would be "focused" to a greater intensity.
The differences in the two flux traps were primarily in length, and hence
angle to the beam as the inlet and outlet cross-sectional areas were held
constant. It should be noted that merely placing a slab of polypropylene in
the beam will not yield significant multiplication a,-; neutrons are primarily
scattered away (cf., the paper "Neutron Flux Measurements in the NRAD Reactor"),

The configuration of the east beam tube with respect to the reactor is
shown in Figure 1 .

2.0 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS AND DATA

To compare the effectiveness of tl.z two traps, a flux multiplication
factor was defined as follows:

M = peak flux in trap

flux at same location without trap

The fluxes were measured using foils and calibrated fission counters. It
should be stated again the desire was to design a flux trap which would yield
the largest thermal flux. It was recognized that a long flux trap with a
shallow angle could yield a high multiplication using the above definition.
However, the term "flux at same location without trap" could be quite small
due to the 1/R2 loss; i.e., a short flux trap with a lower multiplication
could yield a higher thermal flux, simply because there would be many more
neutrons available closer to the reactor. Therefore, an "enhancement" flux
multiplication factor was formulated as:

E = peak flux in trap

peak flux available in the
room without trap



The f.eak fluxes available to an experiment in the East Radiography Cell
have been assumed to be those obtained previously (and described in the paper
"Neutron Flux Measurements in the NRAD Reactor"). They are <t>tnermal = ] #36 x

108 n/cm2-sec for L/D* = 26, and <t>tnermal = 2.07 x 10
7 for an L/D = 64. These

values were obtained at a position 5-1/2-in. from the gamma shield, which is
considered the location nearest to the reactor in which it is practical to
place an experiment. The two values represent changing the aperture at the
reactor face from 3.5 in. to 1.5-in. diameter (i.e., L is constant).

2.1 Experiment One

The first experiment was conducted February 17, 1987. A 36-ln. long
x 4-in. thick flux trap was constructed from 1-in. thick sheets of unborated
polypropylene as shown on Figure 2. The trap cavity converged at a 9.6 degree
included angle from a 17-in. x 17-in. opening at the front to a 5-in. x 5-in.
opening at the back. A 17-in. x 17-in. x 8-in. block was also constructed
from 1-in. sheets of unborated polypropylene to act as a back reflector. Four
gold (Au-197) foils were centered at the front and back of the flux trap. In
addition, data were obtained from a fission counter with a precisely known
mass, and which also had been calibrated using gold foil measurements. The
flux trap was then positioned in the beam path and the polypropylene block was
placed behind the flux trap. The L/D ratios were 64:1 for the foils at the
front the foils and 90:1 for the foils and fission counter at the back of the
flux trap. The reactor was operated for six hours at 250 kW (thermal) steady-
state to activate the foils and obtain fission counting data.

2.2 Experiment Two

The second experiment was conducted on March 2, 1987 using the same
flux trap, foil positioning, reflector, and fission counter placement as in
Section 2.1. The L/D ratios were 26:1 for the front foils and 36:1 for the
foils and fission counter at the back of the flux trap. Experiment Two was
conducted for 3«8 hours utilizing the neutron beam from the reactor operating
at 250 kW.

2-3 Experiment Three

Experiment three was conducted on April 1, 1987. A 12-in. long flux
trap was constructed using 1-in. thick sheets of unborated polypropylene as
shown in Figure 3- The circular trap cavity converged at a 27 degree included
angle from a 17-in. diameter opening at the front to a 5-in. diameter opening
at the back. Four Au-197 foils were centered at the front and back of the
flux trap. Additional data were obtained from a fission counter placed inside
the back of the flux trap. The 17-in. x 17-in. x 8-in. block of unborated
polypropylene used in Experiments One and Two was placed on the back of the
trap to act as a reflector. To activate the foils and obtain data from the
fission counter, Experiment Three was placed in the neutron beam (250 kW) for
six hours. The L/D ratios were 26:1 for the Au-197 foils at the front of the
trap and 29:1 for the foils and fission counter located at the back of the trap,

* Distance from the aperture to the measurement point divided by the diameter
of the aperture opening.



3.0 ANALYSIS

3.1 Calculated Parameters from Au-197 Foil Measurements

Parameters of interest are defined below, where "activity" is taken
to mean reactions/second/target-atom, as reported by the ANL-W Analytical
Laboratory.

Cadmium Ratio

Thermal Flux

Activity of a bare foil divided by the activity of a
cadmium covered foil of the same material at the same
location

Activity of a bare foil minus the activity of a cadmium
covered foil of the same material at the same location
divided by the thermal microscopic cross-section for
absorbtion

Epithermal Flux = Activity of a cadmium covered foil divided by the
microscopic resonance cross-section for neutrons of
the applicable energy

The experiments yielded thermal and epithermal flux values in the
east beam at different L/D ratios. These data are summarized in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3-1

CALCULATED PARAMETERS FROM AU-197 FOILS

TRAP &
POSITION

36" Entrance

36" Exit

Exit Position*

36" Entrance

36" Exit

Exit Position

12" Entrance

12" Exit

Exit Position

REACTOR
APERTURE

1 .4

1 .4

1 .4

3-5

3-5

3-5

3-5

3-5

3-5

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in

in.

in.

in.

L/D

64

90

90

26

36

36

26

29

29

AVERAGE
Cd RATIO

2.69

4.46

N/A

2.48

3-90

N/A

3.16

3.81

N/A

AVERAGE
THERMAL FLUX

5.270 x

1.770 x

N/A

2.330 x

6.620 x

7.012 x

2.370 x

8.99C x

1.064 x

107

109

10a

10"

107

10"

10a

10B

AVERAGE
EPITHERMAL FLUX

1 .

3.

1 .

1 .

8.

2.

990 x

250 x

N/A

000 x

470 x

N/A

000 x

050 x

N/A

10s

10s

107

107

106

107

* Exit position refers to the thermal flux available at that point, with no
flux trap present. These data were not obtained at L/D = 90:1.



3.2 Flux Trap Multiplication and Enhancement Factors

Based on Table 3-1 and the results obtained from the fission coun-
ters located within the flux traps, the multiplication and enhancement factors
for both flux traps were calculated. The thermal fluxes available not
utilizing flux traps were obtained at, the different locations by using the
calibrated fission counter. These data are summarized in Table 3-2.

TABLE 3-2

FLUX TRAP MULTIPLICATION AND ENHANCEMENT FACTORS

FLUX TRAP

36"

36"

12"

REACTOR
APERTURE

3-5 in.

1.4 in.

3-5 in.

EXIT
L/D

36:1

90:1

29:1

THERMAL
MULTIPLICATION

9.44

"14.30

8.45

THERMAL
ENHANCEMENT

4.86

8.55

6.61

The higher multiplication factors indicate the most favorable flux
trap performance for increasing thermal flux. Also, it is seen that the flux
traps are more effective- for the harder spectra (as is obtained from the
1.4-in. aperture beam, cf., "Neutron Flux Measurements in the NRAD Reactor").
It is obvious that the longer flux trap (with the shallower angle) yields the
most multiplication. However, it is seen from Table 3.2 that the highest
absolute flux is obtained with the 12-in. trap, at a reactor aperture of
3-5 in. This is simply a tradeoff between L/D and enhancement. Future
experiments will determine the optimum position and angle of trap.

3-3 Flux Trap Backstop Studies

As a conclusion to the flux trap experiments, it was desired to
determine the relative contribution of the backstop vs. the trap sides. Also,
graphite was tested as a backstop material. A calibrated fission counter was
used for this series, and a backstop multiplication factor was formulated as:

Backstop ^ cps with polypropylene or graphite backstop
Multiplication ~ ~

cps at same position without backstop

where cps = counts/second.

These data are given in Table 3.3.



L/D

64:1

26:1

29:1

REACTOR
APERTURE

1.4 in.

3.5 in.

3-5 in.

TABLE 3.3

BACKSTOP MULTIPLICATION

BACKSTOP MATERIAL

Polypropylene

Polypropylene

Graphite

BACKSTOP MULTIPLICATION

4.08

8.55

2.36

It is seen that the graphite backstop is not nearly as effective as the
polypropylene backstop. Comparison with the results in Table 3.1 and 3.2 also
show that a significant amount of the multiplication is contributed by the
backstop.

In addition, the effectiveness of the 36-in. long flux trap itself
without a backstop was calculated oy:

B = cps with flux trap sides only
cps with no trap

At an L/D ratio of 54:1, B = 2.55 and at an L/D ratio of 26:1, B = 1.74, thus
establishing the effectiveness of the flux trap sides.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The experiments have contributed to the design of a flux trap in which a
thermal flux of nearly 109 was obtained, with an enhancement of 6.61 . It was
found that a longer trap (36 in.) would yield the largest thermal multipli-
cation, especially at an aperture of 1.4 in.; however, the largest flux was
obtained with an aperture of 3.5 in. and a 12-in. trap.
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